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Engineering and Manufacturing
3.3.5 Systems in Engineering and Manufacturing
– Electronic and Mechanical Symbols: Part 1 and 2

Part 1: Systems in Engineering and Manufacturing –
Electronic and Mechanical Symbols
Learning outcomes
Students should be able to:
identify the following electronic components by their circuit symbol and physical appearance and be aware
of their basic function:
• resistors;
• capacitors;
• LEDs and bulbs;
• batteries;
• motors;
• buzzers;
• variable resistors;
• seven-segment display; and
• switches (pressure and micro-switch).
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Electronic and Microelectronic Control Symbols
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Component Name
and Symbol

Function

Resistors are used to regulate the flow of current in a circuit. Fixed resistors are used
to protect sensitive components such as an LED from overload. Fixed resistors are also
used to set the voltage in different parts of a circuit. Resistance is measured on Ohms.

A variable resistor allows more control over current flow. The value of resistance can
be adjusted within certain limits. When resistance increases in a variable resistor, the
amount of current that is allowed to flow in a circuit decreases according to Ohm’s
Law. Variable resistors are used in volume controls and to tune sensor circuits.

A light dependent resistor or LDR, varies resistance in a circuit based on how much
light shines on it. When fully illuminated, the LDR has low resistance and current flows
freely, but with darkness the resistance increases and current flow decreases. LDRs are
used in lighting controls and in camera auto flash controls.

Thermistors are temperature sensitive resistors whose electrical resistance will change
in a predictable way when subjected to a change in temperature. Normally, when hot
a thermistor’s resistance is low and when cold it has a high resistance.

A potentiometer is a three terminal resistor that acts as a potential divider. The
potentiometer has a wiper that can be adjusted to give any fraction of the voltage
applied across the resistor. Potentiometers are commonly used to control electrical
devices such as volume controls on audio equipment.

A capacitor is a component that can store electricity and release it very quickly.
Capacitors are used with resistors in timing circuits and in the flash circuit in a
camera. Capacitance is measured in Farads.
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Component Name
and Symbol

Function

An electrolytic capacitor is a type of capacitor that uses an electrolyte liquid or
gel containing a high concentration of ions to achieve a very high capacitance.
Almost all electrolytic capacitors are polarised, which means that the capacitor
must always be connected the correct way around with the positive leg connected
towards the positive of the supply voltage.

Bulbs use electricity to heat a wire filament so that it gives off visible light.
Bulbs waste a lot of the energy they use by producing large amounts of heat.

Light emitting diodes (LEDs) emit light by a process called electroluminescence.
LEDs can emit light at a wide range of wavelengths and use very little power but
deliver high brightness. LEDs are said to have a service life of up to 100,000 hours.

The 7-segment display consists of seven LEDs arranged in a rectangular fashion as
shown. Each of the seven LEDs is called a segment because when illuminated the
segment forms part of a numerical digit to be displayed. An additional 8th LED is
sometimes used within the same package thus allowing the indication of a decimal
point.

A buzzer is an audio output device, which may be mechanical, electromechanical, or
piezoelectric. Typical uses of buzzers and beepers include alarm devices and timers,
and to give feedback for user input such as a mouse click or keystroke.

The motor contains a spinning armature which carries a set of separate copper
coils. These coils are energised in sequence and create magnetic fields which push
against magnets in the motor housing generating mechanical force in the form of
rotation.
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Component Name
and Symbol

Function

Batteries have three parts, an anode (-), a cathode (+), and the electrolyte. Chemical
reactions cause an electrical difference between the anode and the cathode. When
the circuit is closed the electrons can flow in the circuit producing current. However,
these electrochemical processes soon stop supplying electrons as there is a limited
amount of power available in a battery.

In general a single cell will supply 1.5V so in products where the voltage required is
higher additional cells must be used. A PP3 battery is composed of six cells each of
1.5V delivering in total 9V.

A push to make switch is designed to make momentary contact and is spring
loaded to open upon release. Push to make switches are often used to reset circuits.
These switches are called normally open and operate in a similar way to computer
keyboard keys.

A Single Pole Double Throw switch connects a common terminal to one or the
other of two terminals. It is always connected to one or the other of the two outer
terminals. The two outside terminals are never connected by the switch at the same
time.

A Single Pole Single Throw switch connects or disconnects to one terminal. It is the
simplest form of switch.

A pressure switch is a form of switch that operates when a certain set pressure has
been reached on its input. Pressure causes a piston to overcome a spring and make
an electrical contact. Pressure switches are used to monitor pressure in a hydraulic
system.
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Part 2: Systems in Engineering and Manufacturing –
Electronic and Mechanical Symbols
Students should be able to:
Identify the following mechanical components by their symbol and physical appearance and be aware of the
function and use of these components in a product:
• linkages;
• levers (first, second and third class);
• gear systems (simple and compound);
• chains and sprockets;
• pulleys and belts; and
• cams and followers

Mechanical Control Symbols

0
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Linkages
Linkages are mechanisms which allow force or motion to be directed where it is needed. Linkages can be
used to change the direction of motion, the type of motion and they can multiply forces.
A linkage consists of a system of rods or struts connected by pivots. The ability of each rod to move will be
limited by moving and fixed pivots.
The input motion can be different from the output in terms of speed, type of motion and force.
Linkage

Function and Application
The reverse motion linkage produces an
output in the opposite direction to the input.
The magnitude and distance of the output
can be changed by moving the position of
the fixed pivot on the centre strut.

The parallel motion linkage is used in the
hinges of cantilever tool boxes and in some
car maintenance lifts.
Parallel motion linkages are used in
car suspension systems and have been
developed into the Macpherson strut
suspension system.

The bell crank changes the direction of
motion through 90 degrees most commonly
but will work for almost any angle. Bell
cranks are commonly used for controls in
cars and light aircraft.
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Levers
A lever is a simple mechanism that allows you to gain a mechanical advantage.
It consists of a rigid bar or beam that is allowed to rotate about a pivot or a fulcrum, along with an applied
force and load.
There are three types or classes of levers, depending on where the fulcrum and applied force is located.
A lever can multiply force, distance and speed of motion.
Lever Type

Uses and Applications
A class 1 lever has the fulcrum placed
between the effort and load. The movement
of the load is in the opposite direction of
the movement of the effort. This is the most
typical lever configuration.

A class 2 lever has the load between the
effort and the fulcrum. In this type of lever,
the movement of the load is in the same
direction as that of the effort.

A class 3 lever has the effort between the
load and the fulcrum. Both the effort and
load are in the same direction. This example
shows a double lever system. Third class
levers always require the fulcrum to be held
in position.
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Gears, chains and sprockets, pulleys and belts
Gears are used to transmit power from one part of a machine to another. In a car, gears transmit power from
the engine crankshaft to the driveshaft that powers the wheels.
Gears are used to change the speed, direction and force of the input rotation and torque.
Component Name
and Symbol

Function

A gear is a rotating mechanism that has teeth cut into it which mesh with another
gear to transmit torque. The teeth on gears prevent slip in the drive.

When two gears are coupled in a drive so that the teeth interlock they are said to be
meshed. Meshed gears will counter rotate. Two or more gears meshed together are
called a drive train.

In a compound gear train at least one of the shafts in the train must hold two gears.
Compound gear trains are used when large changes in speed or power output are
needed and there is limited space available.

Belt drives work well when the shafts are not accurately aligned and over large
distances. Belt drives are quiet and allow slippage in the event of a jam in the
machine.

A sprocket is a profiled wheel with teeth that mesh with a chain. Sprockets and
chain drives are used in motorcycles, bicycles and to drive caterpillar tracks where
large forces are involved and slippage is undesirable.
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Cams
Cams are used to convert rotary motion into reciprocating motion.
Component Name
and Symbol

Function
The output of an eccentric cam is a sinusoidal wave where the velocity
of the follower is constantly changing. Eccentric cams are used to drive
punches that cut and form sheet metal and steel plate.

The output motion from a heart cam delivers a uniform velocity. This
means the speed of the follower is the same through all its travel. Heart
cams are used on winding mechanisms to evenly wind thread and wool
onto bobbins in the textile industry.

Pear shaped cams are used to control the valves found on car engines.
This type of cam has a dwell period during which the follower does not
move.

Roller followers are very durable due to the low friction contact but the
diameter of the roller will limit the minimum radius that it can follow.

The flat follower cannot be used for cams with concave profiles but wears
more slowly than the knife follower. The cam is often an expensive part
so the followers are made from softer material that will not damage the
cam.

The knife follower can follow complicated cam profiles but is not
commonly used as this profile is prone to rapid wear due to high friction
over a small contact area.
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Revision questions
1.

Name the components shown in the table below.

2.

What advantages do LEDs have over bulbs?
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

3.

Explain what is meant by the term “Polarity” with respect to electronic components.
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
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4.

Name and explain the function of each of the following:
Symbol

Name and Function
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5.

Describe how a bell crank linkage works.
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

6.

Outline the advantages of using a belt drive compared to a gear train.
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

7.

A cam will transform rotary motion into what type of output motion?
______________________________________________________________________________________

8.

Why will a roller follower last longer in service than a flat or knife follower?
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

9.

Why must you be careful in your choice of follower for a cam with an intricate profile with concave
sections?
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
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Additional resources
Electronic and Microelectronic Control
http://www.electronic-symbols.com/electric-electronic-symbols/resistor-symbols.htm
http://www.electronics-tutorials.ws/category/resistor
http://www.electronicshub.org/tutorials/
Mechanical Control
https://robives.com/mechs
http://www.mekanizmalar.com/
http://www.buzzhunt.co.uk/2009/06/12/simple-mechanisms-explained/
http://www.technologystudent.com/cams/cam2.htm
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